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INVESTIGATION OF THE STABILITY OF THE VERtICAL
POS2ITION OF A GZRO3COP£ OF VARIABLE fASS
is a translation o,, an artiIe
/-Followirn
written by V. S. Novoselov in Vestnik Lenin(Herald of Leningrad
ýradskogo Universiteta
No. 19, Ser Mat, Mekh I Astron,
Univers.wt,
Jo. 4, lq9ý, pages 121-129.2
This article is devoted to a purely theoretical study
of the stability of the vertical positinn of a gyroscope of
a variable mass, the particles of which may possess an InterBasaC
Technical features are not considered.
nal motion.
results of this article were presented in the author's thesis /-1].

of a gy1. Let us obtain the "apex" equation -2_
By this term we understand a body
roscope of variable mass.
of variable mass that has kinetic symmetry and a stationar
le shall also assume that a process of ejection but
point.
The direcno accretion of particles might be taking place.
to be fiassumed
are
body
the
tions of the principal axes of
xed.
The formula of the variation of the kinetic moment of
a body of a variable mass witn respect to a atationary point
has the form:

Ir.,+
T

.(1,1)

m.
STr+

for the general case, allowing for the internal movement of
particles L 3-.A,,APr+Aq-TCrr is the aforementioned
in this formula
kinetic moment expressed in the principal axes with the orthonomeal vectors i,"J, k; A and C are the moments of inertia;
Further:
p, q, r the projections of the angular velocity.
D/Dt is the symbol of the derivative, with respect to time,
which is computed on the assumption that all point masses of
L and M are the moments of the
the rigid body are fixed.
acting forces and of forces resulting from the variability of

___

Coes

f or

!

the total mass.
7et us use V for the velocity of the end-point of the
We find:
iector t whlca corresponds to the gyroscope's apx.

(1.2)

pTq)EX
Consequently,
fom,:

the kinetic moment shall be written in the

I-A(I x i) + Cot(I3

On the ba•sis of the formula (1.3)
assumes the form:

A• x •)+crE+ cu

the equation (1,1)

+

..

(1,4)

The moments of the active forces shall be composed of
the moment of the force ofr gravity and the moments of the re3istances to the gyroscope's motion, which will include the
On neglecting fricnamping forces of the ejected particles.
tion In the suspension and using formula (1,2) we may assume:

X(,.s)
Here h is the distance of the gyroscope's center of
The quantity h will
3ravity from the point of suspension.
3e greater than zero, equal to zero, or smaller than zero,
depending oh vhether the center of gravity Is above the stavi is a poor Is below it.
tionary point, coincides with it,
(The
3itive function of time, and v 2 a positive constant.
, For
damping
and
juantities v 1 and v2 stand for resistance
a rapid rotation the resistance v2r must be replaced by the
of the resistance.
experimentally determined function f(r)
realize a construction of
It is not too difficult.to
a gyroscope, for which the relative kinetic moment of partiIn the
ales moving in the gyroscope will be equalto zero.
aase of such a construction the moment 1 L 3J would be
4ritten in the form

is the loss per second of, the relative kinetic mo"Here 10
ment of the particles across the gyroscope's surface; J"
is the loss per second of the transferable kinetic moment of
the particles through the same surface.
Assuming the process of the ejection of particles to
be symmetric we shall have:
where K is

a known function of time.
•,2 .,

And we shall have furthers

IT

D7

and,",, in the formula (1,8) are the
The syw'1-l5sk,
of time, curresponding to the mo.tions
known positiv
We shall conjf loss of massi•pr second.
ments of iner.
.
The fuuncI A11 andAsl
.,r whIch,.,
siderr-iroscopes
well. t
A*, C, h, m and vI,
O.,tP a
tions of ti.rne K,vl .can oe determined experimentally upon the stand.
and vector-product3 of k and the
Taking the scalir
ta.irn4,
unto consideration formulas (1,5)
equation (1,4), and
-(1,3), we obtain

cA + ,,,,• + ,. +
.,-

Cr{-<•)- Atok±•-l

k((x

K;.,)

m)-@,4+v,-A-)

"The equation (1,9) shall be called
pex" as used by Yu. A. Krutkov.
2.

Equation (1,9)

i,. (0.O

"equation of the a-

has the Solution

(- I)

-'

For a very rapid rotation of the gyroscope, when the
the equation
resistance may no longer be considered linear,
of rotation about the instrument's own axis can be integrated
approximately.
it is obvious that equation (1,10) has a particular
solution
axis.
is the unit vector of the vertical
position
of the vertical
Wde shall study the stability
first
approby
the
have
equations
we
shall
For
this
(1,12).
ximation.
'W.
e will consider the fixed system of
Let k = a +
the coordinates (x, y, z), with origin o at the end-point of
The axes ox, oy shall be horizontal, while oz
the vector 1.
downwards.
is directed vertically
We shall have the formulas
where a

3..

01n Projectng the equation (1,10)

onto tne axes ox

and oy by the first
approximation wl.th respect to quantities
x and z and their derivatives, we obtain:

I

Y 4 ---ty+ ay.
w,' ..
t ime.

•-

A

t

-f+, +A

Zor the projeUtion

I
U,3

are some boanded funcctions o "

z we have the formula

Therefore, it follows from stabilitv with respect to
x and y and their derivatives, and of their derivative function,,
that motion in the z direction is also stable.

2
equation of the system (1,13)
the first
'.tiplying
-A
by x and the second by ý we obtain, on addiag,
a-,
where ;,e introduce the notation.

V-Ni&+ y

-(2.1)
2y

+x
e- ÷y2).

(2.2)

Let the center of Sravity be located below the statinnarv point; then<(O and consequently mc0.
The function
V shall be definite positive, since.i,
1A1 and J->O.
Let
C now be a mo otonlcally increasing function,
in that case
the derivative. Wis definite negative, as follows from forconditions, this
For sufficiently small initIal
mula (2,1).
der!1vative will remain negative definite if computed using
the non-l"inear equations of the gyroscopic motion, because
terrms oZ the second and of higher orders camnot affect the
sign Iint,
i :•'ht member of the relation (2,1).
Hence, by
the Yuradamental theorem of A. A. Lyapunov's second method
vertical position of the gyrosconclude that istr.easymptotically
/4
we variable
stable in the case
c*ie7 or
mass
considered.
"Let us suppose that tne center of gravity coincides
with the stationary point, i.e. *--O. Using the same theorem
of Lyanunov we shall prove asymptotic stability with respect
to x and y.
Since these latter are small for small initial
conditions, we can use for their evaluation the equations

4

ofthe fr,:t

aprroximation (1,13),

which in this case admit-

(12.3)
Denoting by the symbol '" the averaging we find for
the case when a...O from the equations (1,13)

;- J. -

(x - xe)
- TP(y
- ye).

Therefore, for small velocities, the coordinates will
suffer negligibly from the initial values.
If the process of variation in mass occurs only
2.
in a finite time interval rO, Ti and should the resistance of
the air to the rotation of the gyroscope about its own axis
be ne;ligib].e, the coefficients factors of the system (1,13)
will be constant for t > T.
The characteristic equation shall be written as:

In order to satisfy Hurwitz's con•itions it is both
Therefore,
sufficient and necessary'that in our ease 0( 40.
if at the instant t the quantity h is negative.. the vertical
The nature of the
position of the gyroscope shall be stable.
gyroscope's motion can be examined by the method of B. V.

Bulgakov L-. 7.

Let the coefficients in the equations of the system

(1,13)

approach finite limits as t -0- infinity.

Assuming

v = 0, we obtain a boundary system with constant coefficients.
is less than zero, then by the theorem of K.
If the limit
P. Persldskiy L-67 the vertical position of the gyroscope is
also stable in this case.

3
1. Should internal motion of the particles in the gyroscope be absent, as for example In the case of

we shall have a purely superficial burning away.
Then as a conse,.e shall neglecT the air resistance.
quence olf formulas (1,11) and (1,13) we shall find:

5

(3.)

Py +

+

(3m2)

As a preliminary we will prove a theorem refer2.
ring to the approximate solution of a system of linear differential eauations with variable coefficients.

Let us suppose we have a linear system:
= x/

-di

(i=m 1,2,..

}

(3,3)

j-I

where alJ are continuous functions of time, and wftere jail1
WJe shall consider an arbitrari
< a for 0 !4 t < infinity.
.
time interval f-0, TJ and subdivide it by points
into m parts so that-t+#-*= V.
4.
''.e write the approximating system
.
dtJ34

wit4h the notation:

iaa10t

npH
a'O ==

ail i(t,,.)

11pM

t,4t<ta,
3,5)
to._41

t< "/-

The theorem consists in the following: for any arbismall r > 0 and an arbitrarily large T ;0 we can
trarily
and
find a sufficiently small V.> 0, so that for A,, =A'
0 S t : T we shall have:
(3.6)
|x, -- Yi1<A.
The continuous solution of the system (3,4) with the
Now we shall use the
conditions Yio will be unique.
inItial
method of successive approximations for computing yi, taking
By virtue of the system (3,4)
xi as the zero zpproximation.
we have:
Y1 MY&"+ fib a Yid,.

6

fort:

T.e fir'ct approximation shall be written in the
X, +6~ (a, .- 40 Xjdt.

This gives the estimate

:)ill' - x~i j< &A
(7) nt,
in which we make use of the boundedness of the functions under the integral sign in the expressions

!a i--I< 4. xj' <A(I').
;urther, we have
I

y-xJ)dt;

~

3ý2

Consequently
4

h

Thus we arrive at the following result:
Yiý

fyý

Xi

-x;J

+ i

(X)
(X~s

<_ Al--I)T("

-

The functions aij are continuous, therefore the
be uniformly continuous in the closed interval f-0, TJ
seauentlly, a value of • can be found for which
g< S. A-

that

shall
Con-

e'.

It
This alves thie estimate (3,6).
estimate shall be uniform relative
this

must be mentioned
to T as *V varies.

of the zero solutioa
us examine the stability
the theorem
linear-and
is
system
This
(3,2),
system
of the
proven applies.
just
Let us consider the approximating system:

3.Let

7.

YS

-+

2,Y1.

I

where oCand i'are constants obtained by the approximation
rule o. (3,5).
aetti,+, we reduce the
systen (3,7)

to a single equation
• + ip'u - 'u

--

.

z-or the Jth interval we have
U'.+fiz~ + C)jpW.

43.9)

Let us set
UJ

(3.1"u,

Vjt

which yields the equation
e+ -M

for the Variable wj
rormulas (3,0)

and (3,11)

=0.

13•, 11•

show that the motion o" a

point having. the coordinates x1 and yl can be represented as
a set of relative motion in accordance with equation (3,11).
and tra:,-slatory motion of uniform rotation with an angular
velocity /j/o.A
,e shall note that the stability of the sequence of
fun-tions w,., -j implies the stability of the zero solution
of system (3,7), since by formula (3,10) we have

A solution in the variables u and A must be corti'iuous, hence by virtue of (3,12) we have the followinS transition conditions from the interval j to the interval j + 1:

IIM - II0),

where

t•

a ',

-.s the modulus of the complex number

4;
"j
is
veiocit" o)f relative -0tion or a lerivatLive
'metow-.o:e arý;uent is the complex num er

Let us suppose ttiat (3A

d-d

.

Denotin.- byt

the

quantity indicated on the jth interval, we obtain tne following: obvious Integrals of tne equation (3,11):
V44- b?

Hfl. H,:=ConS,,

(3.14)

•=Const.

where
ý+
Is the relative velocity on the 1 th initerval.
y vilrtue of formulas (3,13) - (3,15) the following
relation will h±old:

Let us suppose
is decreasing (not necessarily rapidly). Then by virtue of the formulas (3,13) - (3,16) w4"

"Hs. + •!••-•.
I"

22.

(b).ii(*PJ
";

, p(it)+

24&

The expresslon in square brackets in (3,17)

Ori
Itl it

-

+

(77-.~~---

equals:
().

(.S

t he index "*" indicates the averaging in the indicated
interval a(Q and fj .are derivatives computed at the ins-

tant

Since A is decreasing we can expect that for sufficiently high relative velocities and a sufficient momentum
K,
0.
Consequently, for any value of the indices
2.
i and J we shall have

'•-•. •,;•.(3.,19)
Srom the formulas (3,17)

in which we use the notations:
9

-

(3,18)

we obtain:

.,Up

0tj

+

+

Nt

ri+,

conditions are suf4.i*er.tA.-

Juppose the Initial

s.-il,

Igor 6W <.
iettIn

thea

"we obtain the inequality

'tt t-. We' < (.2 ft"- ,+ 2 II.
,S~ a
It

I-

,

?he estimate (.,20) is Independent of T, consequently
tniny.
i
,vald :or the interval 0 • 2
"2ic case wh-,ere C and P increase is also off interest.

(The increase does not 'aave to be fast).
Initeqrra (3,14), the expression
-~

a~

On account of the

~C0fl1b.

0J~Ifiti.21

will1 ais;o b3 an integral o' zhe equation (2,;7) on tne jtn
time .. te.ral."
Due to the formulas (3,13) - (3,16) avId (3,21), we 1ave

O÷
r C16

-,j

+,

(

44

where 'Je introduce tne notation

•'.ce b 2 Is an ioreasitp

iurther on we will have

10

function, we have

2W

±

Let us suppose that the relationship 114 ?13

is

sa-

For suffioIently high relatisfied for a given number q.
tive velocities of the moving particles, p is considerably
• Consequently, a sufficiently large number
lar7er than lI
o can be found with the property that
- " r. P+ P
from tzie above,

0.

for a sufficiently small C and

the Inequality

b4L +

;S

+

...
+2 TP

will be satisfied.
Je have proved that in the two cases discussed the
stability of the vertical position of a gyroscope of variaAnd we obole manss is valid by the first approximation.
tained, In addition, the estimates for the changes of the
variables.

11.
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